Uncomplicated support and fluid movement

Adding another screen to accommodate user collaboration and comfort has never been easier. CF Series Intro is a sleek, simple monitor arm designed to offer users flexibility and ease while improving their productivity and maximizing worksurface space. Available in both single and dual monitor applications, CF Series Intro features seamless precision to accommodate a wide variety of user preferences.
With a sleek design and advanced features at this price point, CF Series Intro makes comfort available to all:
- Supports both single and dual monitors
- One-touch monitor adjustment
- Flat panel monitor easily rotates for portrait or landscape viewing
- Adjustable arm provides up to 13.2" of vertical range and up to 12.4" of horizontal range
- Arms support monitors up to 32" and 2.2–20 pounds per monitor
- C-clamp accommodates worksurface thickness from .75" to 3.3"
- Mounting bracket works as a C-clamp or as a through-mount
- Adjustment tools mount to the back of the C-clamp
- Storage depth of less than 3" from the back of the worksurface when fully retracted
- Quick-release VESA plate makes changing monitors easy
- Integrated cable management keeps cords out of the way and off the worksurface
- CF Series laptop and tablet supports work with CF Series Intro
- CF Series Intro single arm can be grommet mounted

STATEMENT OF LINE

SURFACE MATERIALS

- Light Steel Metallic 4804

Color is representative and may vary slightly from actual material.

SUSTAINABILITY

At its heart, sustainability at Steelcase is about people. It’s about creating and supporting the economic, environmental and social conditions that allow people and communities to reach their full potential.

Research and insights direct our path. It’s not only about creating goods, it’s about creating good. It’s not only about creating value, it’s about living our values. It’s not just about reducing our footprint, it’s about expanding our reach. It’s about creating lasting and meaningful change to enable the long-term wellbeing of current and future generations.

Innovative products and solutions result. In the development of our products, we work to consider each stage of the life cycle; from materials extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life. We demonstrate performance through third-party verified certifications and voluntary product declarations.

Steelcase’s sustainability promises, actions and results are communicated in an annual Corporate Sustainability Report.